.NET Developer – Toronto
FrontStream is seeking a .NET Developer to join our downtown Toronto team.
Who are we? Not only is FrontStream a full service, integrated payments processor, but FrontStream also has a
vested interest in the expansion of social good. We have significantly expanded our suite of charitable solutions
through the FrontStream Nonprofit sector.
A .NET Developer is needed for growing IT services organization developing new and innovative web-based
applications for corporate charitable giving. Work with high volume applications handling BILLIONS of dollars
annually. Must have at least 1 year .Net including ASP.Net and C# with a solid SQL Server experience. We are
looking for a developer who has a passion for writing software that people want to use.

Responsibilities






Skills











Produce tested and highly maintainable code.
Maintain/Enhance existing codebase.
Contribute to architectural designs.
Serve as a technical resource for others on their team or to partners within other business units.
Collaborate with teams, peers and other functions to ensure understanding of shared responsibility and
deliverables to ensure project meets the scheduled objectives.

ASP.NET 4.5 C# MVC, RESTApi and Webforms
Continuous Integration experience – Agile, TDD, deployment pipeline
Working knowledge of design patterns and concepts such as 'Separation of Concerns', 'Domain
Driven Design', and 'S.O.L.I.D.'
Ability to apply strong knowledge of front-end technologies to create fantastic user experiences
Ability to translate user stories and acceptance criteria into functional requirements and tasks
Relational database experience – SQL Server
nHibernate experience a plus
Experience with Javascript frameworks
Web-based technologies such as HTML, CSS, jQuery, Ajax, JavaScript
TFS version control and builds

FrontStream offers competitive compensation and benefits. Interested candidates should send resume,
references and compensation history to: careers@frontstream.com with Lead .NET Dev - Toronto in the
subject line. The company is headquartered in the greater DC area and has offices in Cambridge, MA,
Lancaster, PA, Toronto, ON and West Melbourne, VIC, Australia.

www.frontstream.com

